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Abstract
Thai modern art is marked by the actual deployment of
religious or august symbolic icons or the quasi-iconic use of
images of variable indexicality in otherwise highly secular
contexts. What were the sources for such modern uses and
have the semiotic functions of icons shifted? What was the
epistemological break in the status of icons among the
aristocracy from the 1850s, and what were the historical
interventions in past symbolic practices? To answer these
questions, at least partially, religious functions for images are
examined by tracking the use of court images and Buddhist
figures.  
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1. Introduction
A number of transitions seem to mark the change from a
court-centered and essentially decorative or religious mural
painting in late eighteenth-century Ayutthaya to the large
historicizing narratives and individualized portrait schemes of
the Bangkok court in the nineteenth century. How may these
transitions be questioned? What art-historical evidence is
available to describe them, and what art-historical tools are
available or can be devised to explicate their meaning? Can
we thereby help to produce a variety of culturally specific and
non-Euramerican models for modernity in art and especially its
pre-conditions? Thai material may point to changes in the
status of the art work and of the re-sacralization of images
through their increased availability, which have important and
hitherto unacknowledged consequences for the development of
modernity in later twentieth-century Thai art.[1]
The available literature on modern Thai art and its historical
development takes modernity in Thai art as having two
moments:[2] the transformation in court taste by the
importation of European art and some synthesis with Thai art
styles wrought by King Chulalongkorn in the 1880s and 1890s,

which had antecedents in the reign of King Mongkut during the
1850s and 1860s; and the institutionalization of training for
artists achieved during the 1930s and 1940s by an Italian who
later became Thai, Corrado Feroci, through the establishment
of an art school along European lines. There are two further
moments I will not take up here: the at times socially
prominent, at times repressed political trajectory in some Thai
art from 1973-76 to the present, and the post-modern entry
of some Thai art onto a transnational stage in the 1980s and
1990s.
This trajectory has not, however, examined as fully as possible
the antecedents for such changes in the late Ayutthaya and
early Ratanakosin periods, that is from the 1760s to the
1860s, to see what the peculiar characteristics of that premodern art may have been, of whether the uses of icons had
implications for later notions of art objects, and whether they
were carried into the modern period. There has not been any
systematic attempt to link various kinds of art object with their
social function as encoded in various types of pre-modern
ritual practice, or at least systematize a view on what the
consequences of these social functions may have been for
conceptions of the art objects in the modern period. Some of
these pre-modern practices can only be discerned as a trace in
folklore records or some local customs found by recent
anthropological work and not in mid-nineteenth century
documents.
This trajectory can be seen as parallel to a broader intellectual
and artistic tendency to interrogate Thai history in ways that
are not in the sway of court-centered or royalist constructions,
the more so because much of the imagery in question here is
directly royal. As Reynolds and Hong put it,
One consequence of Thailand’s much-vaunted avoidance
of direct colonization is that the royalist and courtcentered historiography of pre-capitalist society was
never cast aside and devalued by the colonizing
process, not even by the semi-colonized conditions,
leaving today’s historians the task of dismantling that
historiography and erecting a new one for the late
twentieth century.[3]
Evidence for the necessity of such a survey comes from easily
observable art phenomena in Thailand today. One can see
portraits of the present King on gasoline stations to celebrate
his birthday, and there are royal portraits produced at
exhibitions to commemorate completion of a 12-year age
cycle that range from the deferentially simplistic to the vapidly
sycophantic. Portraits of eminent monks may be sold as
souvenir posters alongside images of pop stars and pin-up
girls or royal and religious portraits placed alongside
decorative landscapes on office walls. Royal portraits may be
placed in the same domestic space as erotic pin-ups, and royal
photographs can be interspersed with family commemoration
photographs and graduation photographs in many homes that
indeed include the moment of receiving degrees from a royal
personage.[4] Photographs are used in protective amulets
and commemorative photographs on family cremation urn.
Buddhist narratives or Buddhist ceremonies can be taken as
subjects for national painting competition entries, and

decorative motifs having magical functions may be abstracted
for non-figurative painting and sculpture. Buddhist
conceptions of access to the divine may serve as conceptual
references in installation works whose subject is human
mortality. There are attempts to mobilize folk narratives as a
critical commentary on modern life and the secular hell of
urban politics. Clearly there is some kind of socially
constructed set of beliefs about images and social practices
that deploy them interacting here with various kinds of art
discourse.
In the different but analogous world of film that feeds off
movie stars’ private lives, Hamilton notes that,
this collective fantasy space, opened up by the
interpenetration of the movie-world and the real-world,
is itself characteristic of subjectivity in modernity. The
“public” nature of the lives of these projected others, so
alien and distant from most ordinary people, seems to
allow a new kind of collective consciousness which is a
hallucination of desire in which all can equally
participate.[5]
It is not possible to construct retrospectively any definitive
historical series of artistic transformations between such a
variety of modern formulations and their pre-modern
forbears. What should be an elaborately diachronic series will
remain a complex matching of synchronic segments from the
past with some near-contemporary strata. But I do hope to
show how certain functions, formats, subjects and possibly
stylistic formulations rooted in pre-modern art or surviving
now in folk religious practices may be connected as elements in
a socially situated artistic discourse about and with images
that continues and gives specificity to Thai art discourse now.
Without surveying the extensive literature on the subject, let
me now analytically characterize icon and image for the
purposes of this paper. Icons are those two- or threedimensional objects that incarnate or represent forces or
planes of being beyond the particular conventions used in the
objects’ forms. For analytical purposes here, I will use ‘icon’ in
its older religious sense rather than in the sense of a
replication of reality, which is found in semiotics,[6] where the
association between message-bearing entity A that conveys
information about message B is of the planned resemblance
one finds in models, maps and portraits.
As a kind of weak index, the image intended but did not
always find in its earliest exemplars an exactly planned
resemblance, as it would under a theologically ordained or
semiotically theorized position as an icon. This view is one
that accommodates to the historically found theological basis
for Buddhist images not serving as icons of worship but as
reminders or vestigial tokens for the Buddha. These were
originally representations of objects or creatures associated
with the Buddha in religious narratives. Image thus becomes
a floating term for different kinds of visual representation
denoting weak or strong indexicality.[7] Nevertheless, images
of human and some animal beings always retain the vestigial
qualities of icons, objects of worship. Obviously, when they
have become standardized religious images, they often
replicate earlier and more prestigious images that may with

time have come to be iconographically prescribed. Yet they
are crucially endowed with presence as replicas, and some
ritual uses, which some would see as more Hindu and
heterdox from a Buddhist theological position, call forth the
presence of powers or the godhead itself. This incarnation
may be achieved on a temporary or permanent basis by the
performance of specified rites, usually involving socially
restricted language that serves as a sacred counterpart to
physical manipulation of ritual objects or movement in ritually
ordained space.  
The representation found in the icon is constituted via a code
of conventions for natural appearance. These range from
idealized modular conventions for physical sizes, through
phrenological inferences about character and size of physical
parts, especially protuberant cranial areas, to an elaborate
series of exchanges in the mind of the viewer between models
of how reality is as it appears to the viewer and how such
appearance can be physically connoted to mimetically replicate
the appearance of the object, person or scene that had been
viewed by the artist. Or the representation can be much more
denotative and supported by a range of literary or doctrinal
references that embed quite casual and minimal image-signs
in the material of representation. For them to be interpreted
as representations, the image-signs depend on a code that
allows that representation to stand for the force of being, or
what one may call the visual plane, that bears them.  
Images are deceptively simpler than icons in that they pretend
to be “of” something or someone; they do not pretend to
stand “for” them. They seem to be transfers mediated directly
by the technology deployed. Even photographic images that
are apparently only indexical are “of” something long before
they have been incorporated into further social circuits that
construct meaning to stand “for” something. They have
already relied on quite complex technical and visually cultured
conventions that allowed the viewer to interpret them as if
they were “of” and not also “for.” In an art culture where
realistic portraiture and portrait photography of previously
tabooed persons, that is kings, were introduced in the
nineteenth century, the social function of all such images was
to stand “for” something, and we must be very sure what
images were “for” earlier in order to be more precise about
what the image may be “for” in, say, 1880 or 1980. We must
also be sure what earlier images could not be “of,” that is,
what kind of subjects for images were tabooed because they
might stand in danger of being “for.”
That is, the domain of metaphor by resemblance was
suppressed or subject to the hegemony of the domain of
metonymy by juxtaposition, where to show the king [“of”], an
empowered metaphor, would be to control ‘THE KING’ [“for”],
which is a circulatory metonym. We might think such
suppression to be a characteristic semiotic defense mechanism
of taboo, but any standardized image of the king always
metonymically exists everywhere, like the heads on coins, as
“THE KING.” Paradoxically, when widely distributed graphic
and later photographic images seem to reverse this equation,
“THE KING,” as metonym by juxtaposition through belonging
to a type, then dominates the king as metaphor by
resemblance to an original, living icon. The metonymy that

results from circulation entirely controls or suppresses any
metaphorical repositioning that might have subverted the
general or universal order implied by the metonym.[8] The
characteristic function of ideology (and of state public relations
offices) is to exercise hegemony over the circulation of images
via metonym, which may bring into question the veridical
relation between a metaphor and its originating icon. In
Thailand this has been the domain of lèse-majesté laws as it
had been, one deduces, that of the taboos against looking at
the king in the Ayutthayan court.
These are complex art historical phenomena for which
diachronic evidence is not always available. The approach of
this essay is to consider that there was some kind of
epistemological break in the status of icons among the
aristocracy in the 1850s, and that this may have spread out to
the rest of the country over time. Alternatively, what were
rarely explicit beliefs about icons and only intermittent uses for
them among farmers became a culture of reception for the
dissemination of reprographic images, photographic and
electronic, during the twentieth century. In the process of
their assimilation some of this new imagery may have acquired
statuses that were previously those of religious icons. We
need to map as broadly as possible what those icons and
images were or were considered to be. Unfortunately, the
memory of folk practice is embedded in the practice itself, and
the only vestige of what may have been an historical structure
in the 1850s that survives in the present may be the kind of
structural generalizations we can make from recent records of
practice, and not contemporary ones. This leaves open the
danger of considering as a past practice what is, in fact, the
result of an intervening historical variation. In order to
adumbrate what follows, this danger must be risked.  
2. Religious Functions
By religious function I broadly mean the theological position of
an icon within a system of belief, or the kinds of ritual purpose
the icon serves within religious or quasi-religious practice.
Almost all icons that serve such functions are representations
of supra-mundane forces or states of being, some of which
they specifically incarnated. In Thailand the use of such icons
would appear to go back to the earliest stages of the transfer
of Hindu beliefs, with the possibility that animist icons and
beliefs earlier underlay them. Despite this longevity, it makes
sense to separate court, Buddhist, and animist domains for
such icons and practices. This is because of the fusion of
Khmer Hindu practices with Buddhist notions for images and
practices pertaining to the court or state. It also relates to the
more direct Buddhist use of images in domains that are
specifically those of the Buddhist institutional religion and its
buildings, and to the perpetuation of folk practices involving
amulets and substitute models for animist deities in a range of
folk practices.
The level of folk religious practice must continually be borne in
mind, for even though court ritual may invoke non-Hindu,
non-Buddhist spirits, court beliefs are supported by the highly
regulated use of icons at the centre of Thai culture. How far
that central culture actually penetrated villages was a matter
of debate until recently, and what in the late nineteenth and

twentieth centuries appears to be a culturally homogenous
system is no more than the projection or imposition of the
state through its educational system and the mobilization of
the King as a national symbol at various times, particularly
since 1945. Yet some researchers have pointed to the relative
economic isolation of Thai villages from the center, despite the
opening up implied by the Bowring Treaty of 1855.[9]
How much a cultural isolation was there must therefore be
questioned, most particularly in the diversity in uses of and
beliefs about images, and beyond that, of art works. It is far
more likely that the homogeneity we see in the diffusion of
royal images or use of poster art, for example, is the product
of local heterogeneity coming in contact with a center that
produced homogeneity for its own purposes.  
3. Court Icons
In Thailand, the status of kings being divine because they were
the receptacle of divinely ordained qualities, and at whose
coronation became the vehicle of a god or godhead, stems
from Khmer practice, which was highly Indianized. But Thai
kings were certainly seen from the mid-Ayutthaya period of
the seventeenth century as beings of a karmic level higher
even than Hindu gods, and were present in this world as
Bodhisattvas (saviors who were nascent Buddhas) or
Cakravartin (world emperors of the Buddhist Law).[10] Wales
must be right in identifying that at Khmer temples images
were made to represent ancestral kings.
Such images, although bearing the attributes of the
god, had the facial characteristics of the persons they
commemorated; and the temples in which they were
preserved were also portrait galleries in which the
ancestor worship was combined with the worship of the
god.[11]
But debates on recent research indicate that the Indic name 
devaraja may be a translation of a Khmer name for a local god
meaning “the god who is the king.” An ancestor cult, marked
by a sculpture serving as paladin of the kingdom, fits very
plausibly with the snippets of evidence that the cult statue
displayed features of the current ruler.[12] Some late
seventeenth-century Ayutthayan figures of Buddhas portrayed
them crowned as a king. The Thai kings did not abandon
Khmer practice and kept pantheons with sculptures of their
ancestors whose icons were honored daily.[13] As late as the
1680s, these icons were in the form of a deity but also had
features taken from a given king. It was only with King
Mongkut (reign 1851-1868) that it appears that images were
publicly recognized that were made from life of living
kings.[14]
Nonetheless, there is some external evidence from Persian
sources that the resemblance of living persons was used in
making icons. A very early description of by a Persian visiting
Ayutthaya between 1685-1687 describes the role of royal
statues (below all are my italics):
As soon as the king wakes up, he washes and changes
his clothes. Then he goes to the temple and prostrates
himself before the idols and the carved images of his

relatives, living and dead. After morning prayers the
king leaves the temple and proceeds to a special room
where he receives learned doctors.
This text is full of fascinating observations from a
monotheistic, anti-iconic Islamic point of view on Thai
Buddhism and the role of icons within its rites. Their
significance is all the more great when we recall that the
mission was received by the Persian-speaking members of a
merchant family long in the service of the Thai court, and
whose awareness of cultural differences and linguistic
competence in Thai is likely to have been far greater than
contemporary European visitors. In the section Idolatry and
Superstitions, it states:
The scholars of Siam exclaim, ‘Since we cannot
experience direct contact with God in all His glory and
perfection, we are obliged to seek Him through
substitutes, which we can behold with our own eyes.
Therefore we make the idols our masters and gods.’
Thus these idolaters argue in favor of their evil practices
and just as the divine scriptures have described them,
they declare, ‘The idols are our intercessors before God
and our means of approaching the Lord of Lords.[15]
Further, commemorative sculptures would be made for ritual
observance, as well as small commemorative Buddha statues
each year a king was alive. The Thai kings also surrounded
themselves with the aura of local divinities whom were widely
invoked in their rituals of loyalty and in ordination
ceremonies.[16] In a sense, the kings were tied to their
divine status by icons that bore that power.
The practice of regular honoring and, on occasion, public
display and ceremonial commemoration of the ashes of kings
and some queens did not involve a figurative icon;[17] in a
sense, these ashes were assimilated to the power with which
other icons were imbued with. The taboo on not looking at the
king, as if his eyes would burn the viewer, indicates the
residue of an aniconic and denotative notion of representing
the king, which was cognate with honoring non-iconic
relics.[18] Perhaps we should also see the person of the king
itself as an icon, as if it were both the representation of an
energy or level of being that was beyond representation but
was paradoxically still its incarnation. If the king-in-person
was an icon whose existence was premised on prior karmic
accumulation, then king-persons-as-icons never lost the
constraints that ordained them as such. In a word, if the king
was replaced by a person more karmically endowed to become
king, the icon could never become a mere image of an historic
person.[19]
The taboo on representing the king before the 1850s was
certainly not one to the king himself, as we can see in the
realistic elements introduced in Khmer divine representations,
the presumably similar representations of living relatives in
the pantheon at late Ayutthaya.[20] It is also found in the
making of portraits of monks and then of kings in King
Mongkut’s reign. We are told that the statues of the first three
Chakri kings were done after recollections by four old people
who had known them.[21] It is also plausible, although only
as an outside speculation, that in the early nineteenth century

some set of images, possibly graphic ones that had not been
made into sculptures, had existed for the King’s own
commemoration. These may have incorporated the first three
Chakri kings’ features, which could be verbally pointed out to
the artists in reference to the old people’s opinion.
Whatever was historically the case, the issue is not the desacralization of the King’s image by its reproduction from life
but its re-sacralization by first being made available to
foreigners and more Thais than would normally have seen it in
the Royal Pantheon, and then to Thais beyond the court
through reproduction.
It is a feature of structural adjustment to new configurations
of power that tabooed objects should be revealed to those who
would in the past normally have been forbidden them. In
tribal contexts elsewhere, such revelation has also involved a
widening scope for the social structure involved in negotiations
with other groups about territorial hegemony or
possession.[22]
Later, setting out of the King’s portrait on tables during
festivals and honoring it, which was observed by Wales as
early as the 1920s, can only be seen as an extension of such
re-sacralization.
One more method of paying homage to deceased kings
in Siam remains to be mentioned: the setting of a
photograph or lithograph of the particular king on a
table, before which are made the usual offerings of
lighted candles, flowers, and incense. This is now a
very popular custom, both in government institutions
and private houses, since every Siamese home
possesses at least a cheap lithograph and can thus
show its loyalty in this easy and practical manner. But
it is of course quite a new custom, since the making of
royal portraits only came into fashion after the middle
of the last century, after the belief that this was harmful
to the person represented had been officially
discountenanced. Indeed, the supposition that some
part of the royal ‘soul’ (if one may be permitted to use
this loose term) might possibly inhabit the portrait
would be an added stimulus to paying homage before
it. It is also a modern means of expressing what
remains of the worship of the living King, for whenever
it is desired to honor him, especially on the occasion of
a royal procession, portraits of the King set up on
tables may be seen at almost every Siamese doorway
on the route.[23]
One could sharply conclude that the invasion of the image by
the icon, at precisely that junction in Thai art history when
icons might have lost their ability to incarnate transcendent
powers, evacuated that faculty for critical discourses in the
space between specific images that we might see as one
condition for modernity in general, or at the very least a
modern notion of images. In such a visual semiotic context,
how could art objects critically refer to their own styles or their
very status as art objects?
4. Buddhist Icons

Icons of the historical Buddha are the main objects of worship
in Thai Buddhism and involve the symbolic placement of a
sculptured figure in a building that is suitable to him. While
the Buddha figure is deployed as incarnate with power in state
ceremonies, such as the Oath of Allegiance,[24] being
physically connected by a cord to the water from which the
oath is drunk and into which the Royal sword was inserted,
Buddha figures were also seen as imbued with healing
powers.[25] Nevertheless, at another level the Buddha figure
remained a human incarnation who may be approached and
enjoyed as if human.[26] So far as I know, in Thailand such
icons have always been sculptural, and there would appear to
be no equivalent of the East Asian esoteric tradition, such as in
Japan, where a painting can be a honzon or central figure of
worship,[27] incarnate with power on ritual enactment. This
overlay of state-related power-enjoinment functions with
humanly approachable features, where it is the result of
Buddha’s austerities and enlightenment that the faithful
sympathetically enjoin. This means that there is a kind of
unresolved semiotic split latent for any human sculptural
representation between the twin domains of secular/sacred
power and identification.
This system of relations can be mapped as a matrix as follows:
(function)
sacred
secular
(operation)
power
identification
To anticipate the following argument, if somewhat abstractly,
the image of the king moves between the operation of power
as a sacred or disembodied function and the operation of
identification as a secular or embodied function. The secular,
embodied position is that from which the king acts politically.
The taboo lies in withholding recognition of this shift, under
various regimes characterized by the domain of sumptuary
regulation, taboo-sanctioned behavior such as the subject’s
averting the gaze, and, of course, the modern imprecations of
lèse-majesté applied according to the designs of
contemporary, empowered political actors.  
The fact that in Thailand these icons did not become twodimensional as central objects of worship tends to indicate
that this unresolved split in the semiotic function of the image
was carried over when there were more two-dimensional
images in social circulation from the late nineteenth century.
In other words, at least for late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century representations of religious figures,
including Buddha, his disciples, or living monks, for quasidivine persons such as kings, and for persons with real secular
power, such as military leaders, images never quite lost their
status as icons. This would indicate that images, including art
works, found it difficult, if at all, to take on an autonomous
discourse of their own, one pre-requisite for the selfquestioning through the properties of the discourse itself or its
physical practice in properties of works we find in modernism.
Or at least if this critical function is to be found, it occurred
elsewhere in art discourse. This could come through the
questioning of realism in pictorial and literary narrative.  

5. Tokens of Buddhas
Another important type of Buddhist religious icon is the
depiction of categorically designated attributes of the Buddha.
These can be worshipped because they form effective
denotations of Buddhahood, and are shown particularly in
Thailand in sculptures and diagrams of the zones on the
Buddha’s feet.[28]
Damrong distinguished the four types of monuments in the
Pali Canon:
Relic [Dhatu], Memorial [Paribhoga], Teaching
[Dhamma], and Votive [Udesaka]. Relic monuments
were to house those of physical relics of the Buddha
piously believed to have been brought from Sri Lanka
like that at Nakonchum, Kambaengbej. ‘The Great
Emperor, the Defender of the Faith, erects a building in
Nakomchum to house the relic, which is not common
but real and holy, brought from the far away island
called Lanka.[29]
Among memorials was the Bodhi tree brought from Bodhgaya
in India during reign of Rama V. The Canon of the Buddhist
Teaching itself became a monument after Buddhism was
accepted, and monuments for votive worship were mostly of
the Buddha but could include the Holy Footprint.  
The various sub-types of Buddhist monuments for worship
include cetiyas, which are reminders or monuments of the
Buddha. Among the further sub-categories are
paribhogacetiya, a cetiya by association, which includes places
the Buddha visited, the Bodhi tree under which he achieved
Enlightenment, and objects he used, such as a seat he sat on,
the alms bowl he carried and the robes he wore. Any copy of
a paribhogacetiya is an uddesikacetiya, an “indicative
reminder,” that is, an object that the general opinion regards
as a suitable reminder of the Buddha, deriving its efficacy from
the model it is copied from.[30]
Griswold makes the relationship between religious status and
artistic qualities of a statue somewhat clearer:
The symbols owe their power to the fact that they are
replicas of reminders by association; by the same
reasoning the statue must be a replica - but of what?
The Canon mentions no reminder by association that
could possibly furnish the complete model; but legend
supplies the omission by relating that certain likenesses
of the Sage were made during his lifetime by persons
who knew his appearance well’.[31]
Whenever a serious work of art was to be executed, the
qualities of the model [an earlier sculptural
representation] were transmitted to it indirectly, by
means of a memory-picture….There was thus a
preoccupation with codes of supernatural
anatomy….Like the second edition of a book, the copy
had to be like the original, not necessarily to look like
it. The content, the iconography, was essential; the
format, the sculptural styles, was arbitrary or
optional.[32]

There is no doubt a magical engendering of power in a statue
is involved, as can be seen from the record of a consecration
in Chiangmai in 1937. In consecrating icons, monks are joined
to images by a loosely spun cotton cord, sincana.
As each monk took his turn in the preaching chair
[dharmasn], his first act was to slip the sacred cord
[sincana] over his right arm. He then picked up the
palm-leaf manuscript and intoned or recited a chapter;
at the conclusion a gong sounded within the temple.[33]
A sincana cord had been wound about from one image
to another and one end of the string brought to the
monk in the preaching chair….The Buddhabhiseka
Ceremony was spoken of as an ordination ceremony
whereby the images entered the priesthood. Prior to
this service the images were considered to be simply
statues, after the service the images were “phra,”
something worshipful and more than mere metal. They
had become sacred and possessed the mana or spirit of
intelligence.[34]
Tambiah distinguishes the dharma of kingship from the body
of concepts of merit and power postulated on the view that,
. . . .Thais tend to see deity, person, or spirit as always
gaining or losing merit, and therefore as not rooted in
permanent rank, but does not agree with separating out
an amoral sphere of power from the ambit of vice and
virtue.[35]
Tambiah thinks,
It is only a partial account to substantialize power, to
focus on amulets, magical words, tattoo marks,
diagrams, and a host of other devices as embodiments
of power as though they exist as concrete entities.
[For]…these substances get their potency in large part
because of the virtues transferred to them by the
originator or transmitter [eg. the guru, yogi, bhikku]
who acquires mystical powers through ascetic practices,
special knowledge, or moral conduct.
Tambiah, in a description is of the consecration of a number of
Buddha statues in Bangkok in 1971, valuably underlines that
the instruments of power take their place within a matrix of
transactions. That is, in statue-making there is also a statusexchange involved, for the patron also lends his status to the
icon:
…[A]lthough the monks are the chief sacralizing
officiants, frequently a famous lay sponsor ( or
sponsors) is integrally involved, not only as the provider
of the material assets to make the statues, but also as
a ritual participant himself whose “merit” and
achievements are also transferred to the statue.[36]
Not only were icons instinct with power, others could
gain power by possessing them. Kings depend on two
bases for claiming legitimacy and through it stability of
power. One is claim to be a cakkvati or dharmaraja on
the basis of personal achievement and commitment to

Buddhist notions of kingship....A second basis, linked
with the foregoing, is the possession of palladia and
regalia, which are enduring sedimentations and
objectifications of power and virtue. Thus we are
confronted by a dialectic: The Buddha statue as a
palladium is a product of the circumstances of its
making and the authenticity given it by its makers,
sponsors, and patrons. In this sense, history is
embedded and objectified in it. It is this very
sedimented presence in it that in turn radiates upon and
influences human actors and events.[37]
This naming of parts seems like the discursive analogue of the
naming of tabooed actions in the monks’ disciplinary
admonitions, the Patimocca.[38] It was surely because
metaphor had such power in a gray, metonymically
constrained world that the leaps of the monk’s imagination had
almost entirely to be focused on events in the life of the
Buddha. Restriction of the metaphorical was also presumably
a reason why monks were forbidden from making icons,[39] in
addition to the general Buddhist aversion also shared by some
early Mahayanists to colorful forms as conjuring up the world
of human desires.[40]
More significant an inheritance for later Thai art, particularly
painting, may be the habit of mind that partitions the seen
world into known attributes without attempting to grasp,
beyond the accepted denotational framework set by a religion,
what the structure of religious belief is that links those
attributes together. One expects that some kind of transfer of
this position to secular political ideology took place in the
1930s. In other words, visual attributes of seen things or
persons became a kind of abstraction, however figurative the
representational convention deployed.
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